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...The Right Turn.

It's not always possible to know which path leads to a better future. That's why TRW's Electronics and Defense Sector offers you the freedom to move among a wide variety of opportunities in microelectronics, high energy lasers, large software systems, communications, and scientific spacecraft. At TRW, your first choice can multiply into many choices.

Who knows where your career can take you? We can only promise you'll be challenged to explore tomorrow's technology.

Whenever you turn, tomorrow is taking shape at a company called TRW. Equal Opportunity Employer U.S. Citizenship Required.

We will be on campus on October 24 & 25.See your placement office for details.

TRW
Electronics & Defense Sector

Mailing label

VARSITY CLUB/MITAA

OPEN MEETING

October 21, 1985
7:30 p.m.
Student Center Room 491

Purpose: To hear student input on all aspects of athletics at MIT to prepare for Visiting Committee.

(Come comment on facilities, equipment, etc.)